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  -) User has a fairly small list of parameters to fill in
    How much help to restrict within ranges containing data?
    Automatically add 'slop' e.g. to cover field of view, spw width...?

Archive

-) Response is list of data meeting query constraints
   Plus addition metadata
   User makes selection of data to request

-) User downloads data
   



  

Query Form

http://almascience.eso.org/aq/

http://almascience.eso.org/aq/


  

Query Form

http://almascience.eso.org/aq/

Limits

http://almascience.eso.org/aq/


  

Result table

Also.. Project Title, Type 



  

Result table

Also.. Project Title, Type 



  

Other items 
in query and/or result table?

Spatial
resolution       e.g. 6 arcsec
                           Set bounds e.g. <2*6"

                                sqrt(Bmaj*Bmin) - 
                                         tell user if in factor 2(?) of requested resolution

                               Additional info: Bmaj, BMin, BPA

                               UV distance parameters 
                               median,1th and 3rd quartiles of the UV distance           
                               distribution → new task vis_stat → sqrt(U2xV2)

                                Units? Kλ ?

L.A.S.              e.g. 20 arcsec
                            Set bounds e.g. >20*0.9"
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Sensitivity:    lower limit in query?
                       Sensitivity as a function of PB etc. 
                       or a range 

Image quality
          Map noise (take lowest value from several regions to avoid source)
          Per spw? What about cubes covering noisy bits of atmosphere?
                          Need to warn about dynamic range limitations
         Visibility noise 
         Sidelobe ratio (related to uv coverage, easier to understand)

Other items 
in query and/or result table?
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Sensitivity:    lower limit in query?
                       units?
                       Image quality
                             Map noise ?
                             Per spw? 
                             Visibility noise ?--> weights ?
                             Sidelobe ratio ?
                             Units?
                             New task?

Suggestions?

Spatial
resolution       e.g. 6 arcsec
                           Set bounds e.g. <2*6"

                                sqrt(Bmaj*Bmin)?
                               Bmaj, BMin, BPA?
                               UV distance parameters?
                               Units? Kλ ?
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